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Preparing For Spring Rains
By: Patrick Breen
Spring is right around the corner and if you lived in the Black Hills last year you might remember the rainstorms
we had in the middle of May.At my house, west of Rapid City, I recorded five inches of precipitation in one 48hour period.This amount of moisture is welcome when our stock dams and lakes are low, but if your home is
not prepared for this kind of onslaught – you’re going to be ringing out your basement.
The average home has anywhere from two to four downspouts. Now, imagine your entire roof covered with 5
inches of water, and all that moisture is being dumped in only those locations – right next to your foundation.
Consider the fact that the soil around your home has also received five inches of rain. Something’s got to give,
and if your property is not prepared, it’s usually your dry basement.
Now is the time, not when the clouds start to form, to evaluate and protect your property. Before the grass and
shrubbery start to grow walk around your foundation and look for areas that are lower than your surrounding
yard. It’s at those locations that water is going to pool, drain down to your footings, and possibly into your
basement.
You want to fill those locations and slope the soil away from your foundation. If your structure is on a flat lot fill
those areas and landscape a surface French Drain into the middle of your yard. Next, make sure your gutters are
clean, the downspouts are not clogged, and downspout extensions are in place. If you have lawn edging, or any
structural barriers, make sure those extensions reach beyond those obstructions.
If you live in an area with a low water table, and you have an active sump pump, make sure it is in good working
order.To test the system take the cover off the well and lift the float to activate the pump. Often the pump
discharge hose extends just to the exterior of the home. Make sure there is an extension attached so the water
you pump out of your well empties away from your foundation. If you have occasional water in your basement,
but no sump pump, now is the time to consider installing one.
Drain tiles buried around your peripheral footings will help keep water from entering your basement, but not all
homes were constructed with tiles in place. Even if you do have drain tiles they sometimes get clogged, frozen or
cannot handle the capacity. So as a precaution it is always a good idea to prepare your basement for any potential
moisture. Fuel tanks should be anchored so that if there is a flood you don’t contaminate the water and your
home. Hot water heaters and furnaces can be elevated to avoid potential damage; and make sure all electrical
extensions and devices are not resting on the floor.
With these few preparations in place you can rest knowing you’ve done your best to keep your home dry
and safe.
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